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Johnny Depp

PART ONE: THE INNER YOU
In Part One of the interpretations you will read two sections concerned with your
individual traits.
The first section describes your ego (sun), emotional make-up (moon), learning
and intellectual orientation (Mercury), relationships and sociability (Venus), and the
expression and focus of your physical energy (Mars).
The second section describes how well you deal internally with the external
situations that you experience in life. Your capacity for happiness (Jupiter), ability to
tolerate restrictions and frustrations (Saturn), how you are associated with or relate to
new or innovative ideas and methods, and radical ideas and events that upset the
status quo (Uranus), how you are associated with or affected by public ideals,
morality, and spirituality (Neptune), and how you are associated with or affected by
public policies toward crime, toward the power of government and industry, and
toward exploration, development, conservation and distribution of natural resources
(Pluto).

SUN
The sun rules will power and ego. It is the core of your potential and uniqueness
as an individual; who you are and what you are about. It represents the main
direction and focus you want your life to take, and your determination to accomplish
what you set out to do. It is your personal honesty and integrity, and the ability to
command respect and authority, to impress and influence others.

SUN in GEMINI

☉ in ♊

As the third sign of the zodiac, Gemini represents the third stage in the evolution
of man and his place in the universe. Gemini goes beyond the Aries need for the raw
energy of survival and the Taurus need to physically touch and experience the
material world. In Gemini, it is the intellect that man needs to develop in order to
understand the universe. This stage is concerned primarily with information-gathering
and Geminis never seem to stop collecting it. They need to express ideas and share
information with others, but what they do with their information is another matter. The
mature Gemini becomes a serious scholar and careful researcher. The immature
Gemini turns into a gossip and the proverbial "jack-of all-trades and master of none".
Geminis readily adapt to change. This trait is a strength because it is a survival
mechanism, and a weakness because it makes them vulnerable to the demands and
influence of other people. The Twins are the astrological symbol of Gemini. Adopting
a twin-like similarity to other people is easy for Geminis. They not only have a unique
ability to understand what others are thinking, they also possess great cleverness for
imitation. In this way they can maneuver themselves into many favorable positions.
They can also lose sight of their own talents and ideas by being too willing and able
to adopt the traits and immerse themselves in the personal situations of others. They
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tend to say what others want to hear instead of saying what they really think, or what
they know to be the truth.
Geminis react intellectually to everything they experience in life. That is, before
they take physical action, before they assess the practical worth of something, and
before they sort out their true emotions, they try to analyze things objectively as a
kind of mental exercise. Though it is generally not a true assessment, the intellectual
orientation of Geminis can make it appear to others as though they are unfeeling or
emotionally superficial.
Mercury, planet of the intellect (and communication in general) rules the sign
Gemini. Those born with Sun in Gemini are talkative, quick witted, and have innate
curiosity about everything. They keep themselves in a constant state of busyness,
running here and there on errands or traveling from one city to another. Natural
versatility and ever-changing interests give Geminis their multifaceted personalities.
The eagerness and interest they have in what’s going on around them contributes to
an appearance of youthfulness (both physical and psychological) that most of them
manage to retain throughout life. They have to learn to concentrate on one thing at a
time, or at least on what they know can be accomplished efficiently and well. Easily
jumping from one subject to another, they forget that others are not so nimble. They
often have to be reminded to slow down and let others catch up with what they're
talking about. They also have to be reminded to stop talking once in a while and
listen. Sometimes they neglect to get all the facts before repeating information.
Though they can be secretive about their personal affairs, they love to learn about
everyone else. They enjoy mysteries and intrigue and don't mind becoming involved
in behind the scenes antics of one sort or another. Always wanting to know everything
gives them quite a store of information which in turn, makes them more interesting to
others. Add to that their cheerful, friendly dispositions, and it isn't surprising that they
get along so well in the world.
Since they are apt to spend more time talking than eating, many Geminis are able
to stay fairly slim. Their body is usually very flexible and agile, and they enjoy
gymnastics, bicycling, swimming, and other activities that keep them physically fit.
Favorite sports are tennis, racquetball and similar games in which they can
participate with a partner. As a rule, they are adept at tinkering with mechanical
devices or doing repair work. Gemini talents also include design, interior decoration,
arts and crafts, magic and illusion, and music.
Gemini colors are yellow and light blue. Vulnerable parts of the body are the arms,
hands, fingers, lungs, and nervous system. Respiratory problems and various
nervous conditions are common Gemini complaints. Agates are traditional Gemini
birthstones. Appropriate to the multifaceted Gemini personality, this mineral is
streaked with many colors. It may seem Gemini is scattered and thus weakened by
the wide range of interests and abilities, but the steel-like hardness of agate is a
reminder that the Gemini personality and character can be just as strong as it is
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varied. Gemini flowers include the lilac, azalea, and lily-of-the-valley.

MOON
The moon rules desire as opposed to ego, need as opposed to expediency or
reason. It describes how you feel about yourself, how you handle relationships, and
how you emotionally respond to situations and experiences. It describes the flow of
your daily functions; physical, emotional, and mental. The moon represents your
residence and domestic environment. It rules babies and young children, your mother
and other important females in your life.

MOON in CAPRICORN

☽ in ♑

Except in the pursuit of pleasure (to which many of them can be quite dedicated)
those born with the moon in an Earth sign are not emotionally spontaneous. They
don’t nonchalantly accept the responsibility of long-term relationships, or analyze
emotional commitments merely as a mental exercise. They may hesitate to move at
all unless they feel they are on solid ground, or there is some personal advantage to
be gained by their emotional involvement. As lunar Earth sign personalities, those
with moon in Capricorn are of a practical nature. Though willing to fulfill
responsibilities for a relationship, they are often unable or unwilling to understand
what the other person actually wants or needs. Capricorn's influence on these lunar
personalities is demonstrated by their tendency to worry, and their need for structure
and formality. They find it hard to relate to those who do not share their opinions and
values. Reluctant or unable to discuss their own problems, they are nevertheless
quite willing to help with the problems of others. It is never very easy for them to
express their deepest emotions, to feel relaxed and content inside themselves. Fear
of rejection is strong. Anything vague or unspecified in a relationship, whether
business or personal, makes them feel insecure. They must know where they stand.
Everything must be proper and legal. When it comes to romance and marriage, it
may take them longer to find someone they can love as well as trust.
Capricorn moon personalities are dedicated to getting their own way and
accomplishing personal goals. Ambitious and strong-willed, their efforts are primarily
directed to their own advancement, though they can be very effective in helping
others to progress. They enjoy being in the spotlight which prompts many of them to
seek a public or prominent position in their work or other activities. They have great
respect for knowledge and are often quite intelligent themselves. Tendency to harbor
anger and resentment instead of allowing themselves some type of emotional
release, can cause physical maladies and depression.
Women with Capricorn moon are likely to be ambitious at the expense of their
personal life. More interested in gaining material wealth and status, or overburdened
with too many responsibilities, they can miss the joy and satisfaction of relationships.
They are excellent administrators. Men with Capricorn moon have difficulty relating to
women. Relationships with females may be too formal to allow warmth and
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closeness, or the bond they share may be so tight as to be emotionally crippling.
Their complicated emotional nature must be handled with considerable patience and
understanding.

MERCURY
Mercury indicates mental outlook, intellectual endeavors, the way you think and
communicate. It represents ideas, methods, and information. It rules your hands and
thus your manual dexterity and mechanical skills. Mercury also describes
transportation; that is, how you get where you're going physically and mentally. Do
you speed with all possible haste or amble along taking a few detours here and
there?

MERCURY in TAURUS

☿ in ♉

Individuals with Mercury in Taurus don't usually jump to conclusions or easily
accept new ideas. Their thinking is structured and conservative, but their ideas are
likely to be practical and constructive. If they believe an idea or method has no value,
they abandon it for more useful endeavors. The stubborn nature of Taurus implies an
ability in these individuals to develop great powers of concentration. However, unless
they accept the need to learn in the first place, they obstinately refuse to concentrate
or be taught. Their most productive approach to learning is through practical
application. Once they see the practicality of something, they are motivated to learn
the theory behind it. When it comes to the matter of learning and transportation they
don't care to waste too much time. However, haste in getting where they are going is
not as much of a goal as being able to take the most direct route.

VENUS
Venus rules your social attitudes and behavior, and your aesthetic tastes and
inclinations. It is female relationships and social interactions at every level. Venus
indicates your values. It describes romance, marriage and other partnerships,
capacity for humor, and the pursuit of pleasure.

VENUS in TAURUS

♀ in ♉

Though they enjoy social gatherings, individuals with natal Venus in Taurus are not
likely to rush around slapping everyone on the back, spouting one-liners or the latest
gossip. They are not particularly glib or talkative unless other factors support it. Most
of the time they prefer to keep a low but friendly profile. Consciously or
subconsciously, they tend to make practical use of their social relationships. They are
fond of music, art, food and fine wine, as well as all the other sensual delights of life.
They can also become overly influenced by the lure of wealth and status. Warm,
charming, and romantic, their affections are deep and long-lasting. When they feel
insecure in relationships they can become possessive and jealous.

MARS
Mars rules physical energy and efforts. It describes the strength and direction of
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the physical force that drives your ego, fires your emotions, and encourages your
mental endeavors and communicative skills. It describes male relationships and
associations, risk-taking inclinations, and the physical challenges you are likely to
encounter.

MARS in VIRGO

♂ in ♍

Individuals with Mars in Virgo possess a number of different kinds of physical and
mental skills that allow them access to a wide range of activities. Writing, teaching,
health care, interior design, or fashion design are just a few areas in which these
individuals may direct their time and attention. They can be very self-disciplined,
organized individuals who have no trouble dividing their energy among several
projects at the same time. If other factors in their individual natal chart interfere, their
sense of detail is lost in disorganization and sloppiness. Efforts to perfect their skills
and abilities to impossible levels can be discouraged when they are confronted with
the imperfection of reality. They need to develop tolerance for such imperfect
situations or they can lapse into an idle and unproductive existence.

JUPITER
Jupiter rules your potential for growth and expansion on many levels; physical,
intellectual, spiritual, cultural, and the accumulation of material assets, power, and
status. It describes your optimism and aspirations. It represents your father and his
position in society.

JUPITER in ARIES

♃ in ♈

Individuals with natal Jupiter in Aries find the areas in which they experience
growth and expansion have a tendency to get out of control. How inclined or efficient
they are at keeping control, or regaining control when it has been lost, is determined
by other factors in their natal chart. Though they may be able to earn or attract
wealth, they also have a tendency to spend what they have, making it hard for them
to get ahead. They do not pay much attention to details or limitations, and can easily
lose sight of reality but they also have the spirit and faith to make dreams come true.

SATURN
Saturn rules responsibilities, restrictions and limitations you are apt to encounter,
and the lessons you must learn in life. It does not deny or diminish imagination,
inspiration, spirituality, and good fortune but it does demand that these things be
given structure and meaning.

SATURN in AQUARIUS

♄ in ♒

Individuals with natal Saturn in Aquarius are confronted with situations that in
order to be successful need organization, dedication and stability, yet must also have
room for freedom and original thinking. Somehow they have to effectively deal with
the conflict between control and non-control. They are responsible for wise use of
freedom, as well as accepting (or imposing) the rigidity of organization and discipline
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that are also necessary if anything is to be accomplished.

URANUS
Uranus rules personal as well as societal freedom. It indicates originality of
thought and expression. In society it rules radical ideas and people as well as
revolutionary events that upset established structures. Uranus takes approximately
seven years to transit one sign, taking about 84 years to complete all twelve signs.
Since groups of people with Uranus in the same sign are separated by 84 years, the
influence of this planet in a sign is generational. The personal implications of Uranus
in your life are described by its house position and the aspects it makes with other
planets in your natal chart. It describes areas of unpredictability, and where you or
your life style may be different than those around you. It relates to the unusual or
unique. Friends and associations to which you belong are also indicated, as is your
potential involvement with science and technology, computers, and the media.

URANUS in VIRGO

♅ in ♍

Virgo does not necessarily want to change things. Virgo inspires improvement and
the ability to make proper use of what is already at hand. It will be up to the
generation of individuals with natal Uranus in Virgo to explore new methods,
concepts, and technology that enable society to deal more efficiently with existing
resources, products, and institutions.

NEPTUNE
Neptune rules those who are oppressed or abandoned; the misfits of society. On a
higher level it rules visionaries, and those who are glamorous and charismatic. It
represents spirituality, mysticism, and ideals. Neptune is in one sign for approximately
thirteen years, taking about 164 years to complete its cycle through all twelve signs.
Since 164 years separate people born during its transit of one sign and those born
when it returns, Neptune's significance in any sign is described as generational or
historical. On a personal level, Neptune's house position and the aspects it makes
with other planets in your natal chart will describe spirituality, abstract thinking,
illusion, disillusionment, and other areas of your life where things aren't always what
they seem. It rules derangement, guilt, persecution, and describes the potential for
experiences related to confinement, abandonment, and addiction or physical
intolerance to drugs.

NEPTUNE in SCORPIO

♆ in ♏

The latest period of Neptune in Scorpio was 1955-1970 and the influence of
Neptune in Scorpio had observable impact. Sexual codes (Scorpio) prior to the 60's
dissolved (a Neptunian influence). Sexually explicit material invaded the media and
everyday life. Drugs and creation of a counter-culture eroded the family and
traditional values (Neptune). Spying and secret surveillance (Scorpio) in public and
private life were evident in fact and fiction.
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PLUTO
Pluto takes approximately 248 years to make one cycle through all twelve signs.
The period Pluto spends in each sign can vary from twelve years to thirty two years
due to the eccentricity of its orbit. Like atomic energy (a force ruled by Pluto), the
presence and direction of Pluto's energy are never obvious until it is used. Pluto’s
influence in any sign is interpreted as generational or historical. In your personal life,
Pluto's significance is interpreted from its house position and the aspects it makes to
other natal planets in your horoscope. Pluto rules intense energy, and describes the
areas in which you consciously or subconsciously seek to exercise power or control.
Pluto is also linked to your karmic responsibility, and in this respect, it describes the
areas where you must gain the deepest level of understanding.

PLUTO in VIRGO

 in ♍

Pluto's last period in Virgo was 1957-1971. Virgo rules health, practical
applications of science and technology, and the work force. During the recent Pluto
transit in Virgo, the general state of America's health and welfare underwent
unprecedented changes, computers came of age, and the once powerful unions
experienced great loss of influence.

PART TWO: THE OUTER YOU
In Part Two you will read about the twelve houses of the horoscope. The houses
represent areas of life in which you operate on a daily basis. You will read
descriptions of how you handle the circumstances you encounter in each of these
areas, according to your nature, personality and other traits as they are outlined in
Part One.

HOUSE 1
The first house and the sign that rules the first house, which is also known as the
Ascendant or Rising sign, describes your outer personality and physical attributes. To
some extent it also describes your health and the type of illnesses you may
experience.

LEO ASCENDANT

♌ on 1st

A Leo Ascendant indicates individuals who are likely to have strong physiques and
lots of physical stamina. They are very stubborn and find it extremely difficult to break
undesirable habits and behavior patterns. However, their tenacity and stamina can
also be wonderful assets. When they get involved in something, they hang on long
after everyone else runs out of steam, and they inspire others with their devotion to
ideals and principles.
Leo indicates energy and enthusiasm. Once motivated, they seldom hesitate to
act. In spite of their energy and enthusiasm however, they can also be inclined to
physical laziness. Their natural enthusiasm is responsible for overabundance and a
tendency to overestimate everything. When buying various personal items, for
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example, they often acquire far more than they need. Though often rash and hasty,
their passions are sincere.
Leo is ruled by the sun, ruler of willpower and egotistical drives. It indicates the
conscious or subconscious need to dominate, especially in those with more
aggressive personalities. They want to have the last word in everything, and may
come to believe their opinion is the only one worth considering. The negative
potential for Leo Ascendant individuals is evidenced in those whose ego-driven
personalities turn them into manipulative, power-oriented demagogues. Though most
Leo Ascendant individuals are apt to be outgoing, they are not necessarily aggressive
or loudly gregarious. Their personalities will be greatly influenced by the nature and
strength of their willpower and ego involvement. If the willpower and ego are not
strong, then neither is the personality apt to be assertive. No matter what the rest of
the world may think of them, it is meaningless compared to what they think of
themselves. Intense self-absorption makes it hard to accept guidance from others,
and they may feel taking or asking for advice from others is a sign of weakness. They
enjoy associating with others who make them appear at their best. They have great
generosity, and their warm, friendly approach wins many friends, as well as inspires
the envy of others with less popular personalities. Life will rarely be a routine
existence.
They are apt to be very creative with special talent or ability in art, music, or the
entertainment and communication industries. Overwork, anxiety, heart problems,
lower back pains, and ailments connected with overindulgence are their most likely
physical complaints.

MARS in 1st HOUSE

♂ in 1st

Mars in the first house indicates those who are often impatient and overly
aggressive unless these tendencies are subdued by other factors in their personality
or background. Red hair or ruddy complexion is another potential. They may not
appear openly combative, but with very little provocation there is willingness to
confront situations openly and with force. They seek to make definite impressions
wherever they go, and are apt to exhibit resistance to every authority but their own.
Most of these individuals have a distinctly masculine approach to things. Females as
well as males with first house Mars can be described as hard drinkers, hard workers,
and hard players. Once motivated, they seldom hesitate and will go after what they
want with energy and enthusiasm. Though a prominent Mars position urges them to
great activity, there may be too little thought or organization behind what they do and
as a result, valuable time and talent can be needlessly wasted. If they possess a
quieter personality, they may not be as openly aggressive or always as impatient as
described above. However, they have an underlying energy and stamina that allows
them to keep going long after others have run out of steam.

MARS conjunct URANUS

♂☌♅
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There is an unpredictability about those with Mars conjunct Uranus. They may
think of themselves as different, and it is likely that in many ways they are. With a
strong sense of personal independence, sometimes just stubborn contrariness, they
are sure to want to go their own way. Restless and daring spirits take them in many
different directions, often ending up far from where they started out. Care must
always be taken with machinery, even though they may be thoroughly familiar with its
operation.

MARS conjunct PLUTO

♂☌

In most cases Mars conjunct Pluto indicates those with remarkable physical and
emotional strength. They are apt to have endless capacity to work hard and play
hard. The problem is that they can be too intense or aggressive at times which makes
others feel ill at ease. Weaponry, psychology, counseling, raw materials, surgery,
cooking, mines and caves, secret activities and groups, or renovations are particular
areas of interest to these individuals.

URANUS in 1st HOUSE

♅ in 1st

Uranus in the first house indicates individuals who tend to be argumentative and
who enjoy playing devil's advocate. They believe they are different and unique as an
individual, or at least they want to give the appearance of being so. It is one reason
they love to take the opposing side in discussions. The personality and appearance
of these individuals are often somewhat off-beat or out of step with current fashion.
Being different does not necessarily extend to a fiery or excitable nature. In fact, they
are more likely to possess a calm, quiet, demeanor much of the time. They are
capable, however, of such unexpected behavior and reactions, it is difficult to predict
with certainty what they will do in any given situation. Though they may require a
certain amount of personal independence, marriage is not usually a problem unless
their partner becomes too dependent or too possessive. They can get restless if there
isn't enough in their immediate environment to stimulate them but whether or not they
will seek to change a boring existence, depends on other motivating factors in their
personality and background. They are fascinated by strange and unusual things or
people. Intrigued by futuristic topics and technologies, they also have great interest in
the past. History and politics are usually their favorite subjects.

HOUSE 2
The second house describes material assets, how you handle monetary income,
and the potential ways it may be earned. It also indicates the values and priorities you
establish throughout life.

VIRGO on 2nd HOUSE

♍ on 2nd

Virgo ruling the second house indicates those who want to receive material, or at
least some sort of tangible benefits from their ideas and thoughts. They want to be
assured their ideas and thoughts have real value and many of them are apt to earn
income from such fields as education, communication, writing, publishing, or through
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travel and transportation. Virgo's influence is also an indication they want to make the
best use of income and other assets. They may also have tendencies to be critical in
some way of their income. Under Virgo's influence many of these individuals keep
track of every penny. The negative potential can mean the opposite, and the
willingness or ability of these individuals to efficiently handle income is negligible.
Virgo’s influence suggests those who are adept at picking up on the priorities and
value systems of other people. Knowing what others find important makes many of
them opportunists, though it doesn't necessarily mean they will manipulate or exploit
others.

PLUTO in 2nd HOUSE

 in 2nd

Pluto in the second house indicates those with intense desires. These individuals
may focus so intently on attaining something that everything and everyone else
becomes meaningless. They find it difficult, if not impossible, to give up one thing in
order to attain another. Consciously or subconsciously, they tend to equate wealth or
status with control or power. However, the real power these individuals can gain
comes through their understanding that money and material assets may be attained
but never really owned, and. . . that all things, including the amount of time and the
physical body they are given at birth, are merely borrowed. Pluto's influence suggests
the potential for complete regeneration of assets. It includes the potential for these
individuals to experience circumstances that help them develop much deeper values
and priorities. Other potentials include those who are more likely to leave an
inheritance than to gain one. Pluto also suggests that by choice or circumstances,
there may be secrecy associated with their income or assets.

HOUSE 3
The third house describes your mental state, intellectual orientation, selfexpression and communication, early education, mechanical dexterity and skills,
immediate environment (neighborhood), and siblings. It indicates physical actions,
and transportation, especially within your immediate environment. To a certain extent
the third house also describes the job or health of your father.

LIBRA on 3rd HOUSE

♎ on 3rd

Libra ruling the third house suggests those who are very sociable within their
immediate environment. They will attempt to establish good relations with neighbors
and actively participate in community projects, especially if they are invited to do so.
They have close, or at least very cordial relationships with siblings and there is likely
to be much visiting back and forth with each other. The negative potential can mean
the opposite, and these individuals intentionally or unintentionally, get involved in
neighborhood disagreements or may be antagonistic or aloof from neighbors as well
as siblings. It may indicate a lack of siblings or that they will live in remote areas
where there are no immediate neighbors. The influence of Libra on the third house
suggests skills in the art of diplomacy and strategic planning. Their primary schooling
is usually the place where they easily make friends, one of whom they may marry or
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with whom they might have a business partnership. Another possibility is that their
marriage or business partners are found among those who live in the same
neighborhood.

HOUSE 4
The fourth house describes your residence, domestic environment, and family
members, especially your mother. It indicates the beginning as well as the end of
various cycles in your life.

SCORPIO on 4th HOUSE

♏ on 4th

Scorpio ruling the fourth house indicates those who are apt to experience some
profound trauma in childhood, usually the death of someone in the family or some
form of physical or mental abuse by a family member that deeply affects how they
view their own lives as adults. Whatever may have actually happened or how they
reacted at the time, the situation ultimately gave them a sense they had no control
over things. For this reason, they have difficulty as adults in relinquishing any control
over their lives. This makes many of them reluctant to marry, or at least makes it hard
to stay married to spouses who insist on having a definite input concerning domestic
and family arrangements. The potential of Scorpio's influence on the fourth house
also implies they will not experience the full realization of latent energies until later in
life. There will be definite periods (especially after the age of thirty) that require
complete new beginnings, though other factors will influence the potential outcome of
endeavors to start over. They may or may not attempt to escape their childhood
home or events, but somehow manage to keep returning to them again and again.

NEPTUNE in 4th HOUSE

♆ in 4th

Being an adopted child is one of the potentials for those with Neptune in the fourth
house. Childhood experiences can make these individuals feel they were deprived or
abandoned, even if it is not true. They may have a very spiritual, sensitive, or even
psychic relationship with their mother. She herself may be deeply spiritual, intuitive or
psychic. She may suffer from the use of drugs, or there may be secrets, scandal, or
mystery surrounding her or her family. Other potentials include those whose home
and family life can be vague or disjointed. Their domestic environment can also be
very spiritual, or highly artistic and imaginative. Whatever the home or family is like,
there are certain elements of illusion or confusion surrounding it. These individuals
may reside near the ocean or other body of water. It is necessary for them to be able
to retreat to their home and family in order to restore their mental and physical
energies. However, they have to avoid the tendency to hide at home, refusing to face
the reality of the outside world. Negative factors include danger of drowning, and
those whose home may be damaged by water or gas.

HOUSE 5
The fifth house describes your creative talent and imaginative powers, capacity for
enjoyment and the pursuit of pleasure, romance, children, and speculative ventures.
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SAGITTARIUS on 5th HOUSE

♐ on 5th

Sagittarius ruling the fifth house indicates those with a strong sense of their own
creative spirits. It is more than abundant expressions of artistic talent or vivid
imagination since they may be lacking in these traits. Nor is this necessarily an
indication of the procreation of many children since they may fail to produce offspring.
Sagittarius influencing the fifth house does indicate those who want to feel that they
are somehow set apart from the world while yet still a part of it, to associate
themselves with higher spiritual or intellectual levels. However, there is also the
potential that they possess generous, risk-taking spirits, merry temperaments, and
are certainly not above the sincere enjoyment of delights they are offered in the
physical world. The negative potential includes the possibility of disappointment or
failure in romantic and speculative ventures. They can attribute the responsibility for
some of these failures to their own immaturity and self-indulgence. Though they may
or may not have children of their own, their attitude toward youngsters is warm and
giving. They are also apt to be animal lovers.

HOUSE 6
The sixth house describes your job, daily responsibilities (paid and unpaid), and
those who work for or with you. It also represents your health, and physical fitness.

CAPRICORN on 6th HOUSE

♑ on 6th

Capricorn ruling the sixth house indicates potential for heavy responsibilities
connected with work and/or health. These individuals may be called upon to make
total, unflinching commitments. Those whose individual nature is repelled by the idea
of accepting work and tiresome responsibilities will suffer from their unwillingness. It
is only by putting forth their very best and consistent efforts that progress is made,
not only in their work, but also in terms of their health, personal growth and maturity
as individuals. Whatever their job happens to be, it is better if it consists of a definite
structure, that is, it includes definite prescribed methods and organization for
accomplishing assigned tasks. Their co-workers may be few or they may even work
alone. Capricorn's influence also implies job responsibilities will entail supervision of
co-workers or at least the need to assist them. Illnesses may be few, but are likely to
be lingering or of a chronic nature. There may be little opportunity or desire for pets,
but if they do have pets, they are responsible, loving owners.

MOON in 6th HOUSE

☽ in 6th

Moon in the sixth house indicates vulnerability to a continuing variety of medical
complaints, especially stomach or digestive disorders. The ailments of these
individuals are usually not major threats but can disrupt their work and routine
schedules. They are apt to operate a business from their home, or seek jobs related
to homes, food, family life, women, or children. They develop mothering instincts and
other strong emotional identification toward those who work for or with them. They
may work better with women than with men. Work habits may be inconsistent as is
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their ability to stay in jobs. Their general health and psychological outlook are strongly
affected by their work, and when the work environment or responsibilities are
upsetting for some reason, inefficiency and absences are the result.

MOON square JUPITER

☽□♃

Moon square Jupiter indicates those who tend to become too emotionally involved
in situations they should leave entirely alone. Their curiosity aroused, they wander
into these traps at every turn. A poor memory does little to remind them of the last
time they committed the same error in judgment. These individuals are apt to have
great communicative skills in one form or another, and their ultimate success comes
though developing them.

MOON sextile NEPTUNE

☽⚹♆

Moon sextile Neptune indicates those who with a remarkable sense of timing,
though they are not always sure just how they manage to turn up in the right place at
the right time. They are usually able to take advantage of opportunities because their
innate sixth sense leads them in the right direction, or, in some cases, stops them
from being misled by false situations that appear to others as valuable opportunities.

MOON trine PLUTO

☽△

Moon trine Pluto implies those with ability to strongly focus their energy and
attention. They have clear, analytical minds unimpeded for the most part, by undue
emotionalism. Many of them develop such personal magnetism they effortlessly
attract the attention and affection of others, especially those in positions of power and
status.

HOUSE 7
The seventh house relates to marriage and partnership or joint ventures of any
kind. It describes how you interact with people and how others tend to regard you.
The seventh house is associated with legal matters, negotiations, contracts, and all
open confrontations, pleasant as well as adversarial.

AQUARIUS on 7th HOUSE

♒ on 7th

Many who have Aquarius ruling the seventh house and still manage to accomplish
a long and stable marriage can count themselves fortunate since the influence of
Aquarius here rarely allows such an arrangement. There is strong potential for more
than one marriage or, no marriage at all due to the need for personal freedom.
Marriage may be abruptly terminated with no warning, or it can occur suddenly and
unexpectedly. Another implication is that there is something unusual or unorthodox
about their marriages or marriage partners, or at least what may be thought of as
unusual in their particular group or society. There is apt to be something about these
individuals that makes them appear unusual or different to others, and they can
expect to encounter some pretty strange people whenever they are out in public.
They are apt to have the talent for making strangers feel so comfortable they feel
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they have known these individuals forever. The income of their marriage partners
may be derived in areas that deal with those who are ill, handicapped or minorities.
Other sources of their income may involve art, dancing, religion, charitable
institutions, or areas that involve water, chemistry, photography, or maritime
industries.

SATURN in 7th HOUSE

♄ in 7th

For those with Saturn in the seventh house, the biggest lessons in life involve
relationships and how well they relate to other people in general. It is hard for them to
establish quick or light-hearted contacts with others. Whether or not these individuals
encourage it, others may regard them as an authority figure or at least very
competent in some area. As a result, they either keep themselves in a constant state
of turmoil trying to live up to what they think others expect of them, or they may totally
avoid making commitments to others. They are apt to experience difficulty in getting
others to cooperate. For them, marriage will not be without responsibilities. They may
not succeed should they marry in haste, or their spouse may be sickly or a burden in
some way. Other potentials include those for whom marriage is simply an easy path
to security, those who marry someone much older, and those who develop such
negative opinions about marriage that they avoid it altogether. In spite of these
possibilities, Saturn does not doom the prospects for wedded bliss. Many of these
individuals enjoy stable, long-lasting unions. If adversity does come along, it can
make the alliance even stronger. Others may think these individuals have gained little
or nothing by marriage. However, these individuals, as well as their spouses, may not
share or be the least bit adversely influenced by such outside opinions.

HOUSE 8
The eighth house is related to taxes, debt, death, legacies, and the income you
receive through marriage or business partner(s). It describes your resourcefulness,
and your ability to develop and use material assets as well as personal skills and
abilities. The eighth house also indicates sexual attitudes and behavior.

PISCES on 8th HOUSE

♓ on 8th

Pisces ruling the eighth house indicates those who have difficulty collecting what
is owed to them. When lending money or granting favors, it should be with the idea of
never realizing a return on their investment. Another potential is that they may have a
tendency to distort facts regarding taxes or insurance matters, or may be falsely
accused of such practices. The negative potential includes the possibility of being
cheated of inheritance, or it may be considerably eroded before they can receive it.
Mental disorders, physical disabilities or sensitivity to drugs may exist in the genetic
makeup of their families. On the positive side, they may also inherit keen intellects,
intuition, and artistic talent. There may be erosion or loss of the assets of their
marriage or business partners. The income of their spouses as well as that of
siblings, may be derived through maritime industries, religion, medicine, photography,
psychology, or areas that involve the feet or that deal with the institutionalized,
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disabled, or minorities. A sibling may suffer from physical or mental disability,
hypochondria, hard to diagnose illness, or drug or alcohol abuse.

HOUSE 9
The ninth house describes higher education, advanced training, publishing,
publicity, advertising, politics, foreign travel, foreign studies, religious and
philosophical views and activities, and cultural pursuits. It relates to court decisions, a
second marriage, and in-laws. To a certain extent the ninth house also describes the
job or health of your mother.

ARIES on 9th HOUSE

♈ on 9th

Aries ruling the ninth house indicates individuals who are apt to concentrate much
of their energy and vitality on travel or the pursuit of higher education or specialized
training. Politics, sports, philosophy, religion, sociology, theater, publishing, foreign
studies or foreign trade are other possible areas that attract their attention and
participation. If not involved professionally, they may nevertheless avidly pursue
interest in one of these fields. Aries also indicates they may be in businesses that
involve direct mail, advertising, or broadcasting. Home may or may not be where their
hearts are, but not necessarily where their myriad of busy interests often lead.
Negative possibilities connected with Aries on the ninth house include individuals who
develop unrealistic idealism, or become victims of fanaticism. It also signals the
potential for problems connected with attaining advanced degrees, the tendency to
become overeducated, unfavorable court decisions, or disagreements with in-laws.

JUPITER in 9th HOUSE

♃ in 9th

Jupiter in the ninth house indicates those with intellectual curiosity, independent
attitudes, idealism, and quickness of mind. They have great respect for knowledge,
but there is no guarantee these individuals will be motivated to pursue higher
education. It does suggest however, that they have a nose for news as well as
gossip. Avid readers of newspapers and magazines, they are usually very well
informed concerning political and social issues. There is potential talent for
languages, diplomacy, or arbitration. They enjoy traveling, cultural pursuits, gambling,
sports and other activities that offer intellectual and physical challenge. They have a
strong religious or spiritual nature, a wonderful sense of humor, and a gift for story
telling. Negative factors in their personality or background can mean mental laziness,
disorganization, dishonesty, and a strong flair for exaggeration and overestimation.

HOUSE 10
The tenth house describes your career and other long-range goals, public
reputation, superiors and those in authority. It also relates to your father and his
influence in your life.

TAURUS on 10th HOUSE

♉ on 10th

Taurus ruling the tenth house indicates the likelihood of individuals who want to
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pursue careers that are worthwhile. Though monetary gain may certainly be a factor
in their choices of direction in life, it is by no means the only one. They want whatever
they go after and the things they achieve to be solid and enduring. If money is not a
primary necessity or goal, they may be just as happy to work long and hard on a
volunteer basis in order to achieve long range goals they believe are worthy of their
time and attention. Possible career choices include art, music, banking, investment
and finance, real estate, agriculture, architecture, landscaping and conservation.
Flowers, leather, jewelry, and wood (trees) are things that may also be related to what
they are destined to do. Unless there are negative factors in their background, the
influence of Taurus suggests stable and sociable parental relationships, and fathers
who may be especially handsome or have artistic talent.

MERCURY in 10th HOUSE

☿ in 10th

Mercury in the tenth house indicates individuals who want their thoughts and ideas
conveyed to an audience. Even if they do not seek public attention for themselves,
they want a public forum for their ideas, or in which to put these ideas into practice.
They may write speeches for others, or become city planners and engineers. Others
enjoy mental pursuits in public places such as chess matches in the park or writing
letters to the editors of newspapers. There is also the potential for more than one
career, or a dual-natured quality connected with their work. The negative potential of
this Mercury house position includes difficulty in communicating with the father or
other authority figures, and problems establishing their own authority. Mercury's
influence in the tenth house is an indication of writers, teachers, public speakers, or
politicians. Their career or profession may demand a great deal of traveling, or
involve transportation or networking.

MERCURY conjunct VENUS

☿☌♀

There is no certain indication of the depth of intellect in individuals with Mercury
conjunct Venus but they are sure to have humor and charm. They are good talkers
and are apt to possess remarkable communicative or artistic talents. Their pleasure
in learning can mean research and serious scholarship in some of them and
fondness for gossip in others.

MERCURY square MARS

☿□♂

Mercury square Mars indicates individuals likely to allow their ideas and thoughts
to race too far ahead of the logic, facts, and information at hand. They have active,
alert, and intelligent minds, but may have to develop more careful attitudes, better
organization, or more complete foundations of evidence and understanding before
they attempt projects. They can be quite accident prone at certain times.

MERCURY square SATURN

☿□♄

There is no lack of intelligence in those with Mercury square Saturn, but there may
be some restriction or inhibition concerning self expression. They may cling to
outmoded principles or be too dictatorial in communicating thoughts and ideas. They
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may suffer from lack of imagination or the means to express it. Mechanical skills can
desert them at times, and care should be taken when operating machinery.

MERCURY square URANUS

☿□♅

When it comes to expressing ideas, the thoughts generated by those with Mercury
Uranus are either futuristic concepts or center around the past. This does not leave
the success of their endeavors in jeopardy, but can cause confusion in trying to get
projects off the ground when those around them believe they are too far ahead of the
times or too far behind. They are apt to be clever and original thinkers. One of their
complaints is having to look after boring details, and one of their problems is keeping
track of papers and information no matter how organized they are.

VENUS in 10th HOUSE

♀ in 10th

Venus in the tenth house indicates those who tend to get noticed because of their
talent, looks, charming personality, or all three of these assets. Unless factors in their
background have resulted in the development of shyness or other inhibitions, they
derive a great deal of pleasure from performing in public. They are excellent ad libers,
impromptu speechifiers and toastmasters. Negative potential includes those who
become an over dramatic, non-appeasable seeker of the spotlight who selfishly uses
relationships to further their own career or goals. It can also mean difficult
relationships with family and authority figures. The positive influence of Venus
suggests great popularity and friends in prominent positions. The father may be
especially handsome or possess artistic talent.

VENUS square MARS

♀□♂

Venus square Mars indicates those apt to exhibit a certain social awkwardness;
diamonds in the rough, as it were. Quick tempers and a too aggressive approach in
dealing with others have to be softened by other factors in their personalities and
backgrounds. Romance can be more a matter of passion or expedience than
anything else, either on their part or in those with whom they share such
relationships. Their instincts or talent in art or music tend more toward the bold and
blunt than the subdued or elegant.

VENUS square SATURN

♀□♄

Venus square Saturn by no means indicates lack of generosity in these
individuals, though others may not be generous toward them. Financial debts seem
to occur easily and frequently, either through their own extravagance, inability to
manage income, or as a result of being responsible for debts incurred by others.
Social efforts may be fraught with obstacles but in the end, those who persevere get
what they want.

VENUS square URANUS

♀□♅

Venus square Uranus indicates those who may have pleasant dispositions but
underneath this demeanor want to assert their independence in social situations.
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They can be stubbornly addicted to their own opinions, feisty, defensive, and
argumentative. Unexpected, sudden, or unusual romantic encounters may be real or
fancied. Traditional social situations are acceptable but once in a while they pursue
more unorthodox patterns.

HOUSE 11
The eleventh house rules friendships, organizations to which you belong, and
income derived from self-employment or career (as opposed to wages earned from a
job). It relates to the role you play in the lives of others as child, parent, lover, spouse,
friend, social or business associate. The eleventh house also describes your hopes
and aspirations and capacity for happiness.

GEMINI on 11th HOUSE

♊ on 11th

Gemini ruling the eleventh house indicates individuals who are likely to need and
use their friends as sounding boards and inspiration for their thoughts and ideas.
They are also apt to get heavily involved in various fraternal associations and
societies, playing an active role by holding office or serving on various committees.
They are usually the ones who write for or publish newsletters or communications put
out by the organizations to which they belong. They are often close friends with their
siblings. The negative potential includes individuals who become too involved with
gossip and superficial friendships or are the victims of such situations. The influence
of Gemini suggests that their friends include twins. Friendships are also likely among
educators, writers, salespeople, mechanics, secretaries, researchers, and those
involved with computers. These individuals also enjoy pen pal friendships. There is a
tendency to have more acquaintances than real friends, which may or may not have
to do with the fact that many of the contacts they form are based on mental rapport
rather than emotional commitment.

SUN in 11th HOUSE

☉ in 11th

Sun in the eleventh house indicates those whose personal identification in life is
tied to friendships, social contacts, children for whom they are responsible, and
organizations to which they belong. They may be excellent managers of
organizations but inattentive in handling their personal affairs. Business acumen can
bring wealth and status but they may prefer to remain in humble or temporary
surroundings that do not require attention or care. Wide-ranging goals supersede
their desire to be confined by too many material possessions. However, they can
never have too many friends or amusements. Their ego is thrust outward into society,
which means their activities and talents must be expressed in that direction. They are
natural promoters and fund raisers.

SUN trine SATURN

☉△♄

Sun trine Saturn indicates individuals with a certain type of luck. There is no lucky
throw of the dice they can count on, it is usually luck they make for themselves. They
may not win at horse races, but they will always come out ahead in situations where
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they have worked hard and for which they have prepared well. Their own actions or
other people impressed with their past prudence and hard work provide any
additional help they need to get ahead.

HOUSE 12
The twelfth house describes the private and hidden side of life; your subconscious
mind, dreams, the past, and those who wish you harm or work against your interests.
The twelfth house relates to sorrow, disappointment, loss, solitude or confinement,
hidden fears and worry. It also has connection with the job or health of your marriage
or business partner.

CANCER on 12th HOUSE

♋ on 12th

Cancer ruling the twelfth house indicates the likelihood of individuals who develop
a strong interest in the occult, the arcane, the subconscious, and planes of existence
beyond physical reality. However, given the strong emotionalism associated with the
influence of Cancer there is also danger that their dealings with such matters can
become extreme or get out of hand in some way. They can become their own worst
enemy by developing the conscious or subconscious idea there is loss connected
with emotional commitment. There is also potential they will become victims of the
past by refusing to accept that though the past can teach valuable lessons, it cannot
be erased. In any event, they may often be reminded of the past by events connected
with it or people from their past who keep returning. Whether they rise above such
thoughts or become victims of their own emotions, is indicated by other aspects in the
rest of their natal charts. It is almost certain that at one time or another, they will
experience secret or clandestine attachments. They are apt to have strong intuitive
powers, though it would be a mistake were they to rely on such skills to function
consistently.
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